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This paper reviews several reasons why a number of self-references in a journal paper may indicate the fit of a paper to the scope of a journal. It shows how the calculation of impact factors and their thoughtless use for promotion/funding can encourage unethical behavior of editors and reviewers. Those actions may considerably hinder the objectiveness of scientific research and compromise the quality of search engines, such as Google Scholar, that use the number of citations as an important source for ranking results.
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I. NUMBER OF CITATIONS AND THE QUESTION OF "FIT"

To get something straight from the beginning: I do share the overwhelming response to Paul Gray's questions about the (un)ethical behavior of editors and reviewers of some journals. The request to include a certain number of self references as a condition for acceptance (from the journal or even from a reviewer) is both unethical and unworthy of any journal in any field.

However, there is a valid reason why an editor may expect that (on average, not in every single case) papers submitted to his or her journal will contain a relatively large percentage of self-references. To put it more scientifically: while there should not be a casual relationship between the number of references and the likelihood of acceptance/rejection of the paper, there may be a certain correlation between the two variables. Why?

It is common sense to submit your paper to the journal you follow regularly. If you do not follow that journal, it is also common sense to browse through the last few volumes to obtain a better idea of the style, methodological approaches, and the content of the papers that are normally published by that journal. In this process it is likely that the researcher will find several interesting papers relevant to his or her work. Those papers will then be used in preparing his or her own paper. If the researcher was unable to find any relevant papers, then it is likely that the paper is not being submitted to the right journal.

The consequence of such action is that papers previously published in the journal receive a form of preferential treatment – they are more likely to be read, reviewed, and taken into account when preparing a paper. Is that necessarily a bad thing? To be honest, nobody reads the whole body of knowledge in his or her area. A brief example: Google Scholar finds 4250 papers with the search term “business process management” in the period 2007-2009 alone.

We all have to be selective and we all (even before scanning the paper) subconsciously assess the likelihood that the paper will be of interest. The journal itself is certainly important in this assessment. For example, I usually ignore anything published in conference proceedings (except the last few years of the world leading conferences in the field) and publishers whom I consider to be vanity publishers.

Assuming my preferences are widespread, authors give top journals in the field and the target journal preference. The logic for top journals is clear: they are likely to contain world leading research. The logic for reviewing the potential target journal is to find the most appropriate journal for my research paper. That certainly means that this journal previously published several relevant and high quality papers on my topic in recent years.

Example: Assume a paper contains 50 references but none from the target journal. Why does the author believe that their paper will best fit this journal and not one of the others? Unless most of the references are from A/A+ journals, the paper itself is not good enough for these journals, and the authors are just searching for a “quick & easy publication.” I see no real reason for that. Although this claim is true in general, certain exceptions may apply.

Does demand for “fit” shut journals off from publishing groundbreaking research and innovation? I don't think so. It may be true that a paper may contain only a few of references while having an immense effect in the field of science. For example, a famous paper by Albert Einstein [Einstein et al. 1935] does not contain a single reference but was itself cited 5,770 times according to Google Scholar. However, I doubt this outcome is likely in the social sciences where mostly incremental steps are made. The exceptions are sometimes "first" papers that open up a completely new topic of study.

To summarize: a relatively high number of self references does not mean that a paper will fit the journal to which it is submitted, but the lack of such references may indicate a likely misfit.

---

1 For the purpose of this paper, self references are defined as references to other papers in the journal in which an article is published.
II. WHY ARE CITATIONS IMPORTANT?

It is clear that simply adding five new self references will not do anything to improve fit. Therefore, why would any editor bother whether an author includes three or five self references out of e.g., a total of 50 references? How could a requirement as absurd as this be made a requisite for acceptance? Such requests are not really new. As far back as 1996 the journal Leukemia wrote a letter to authors of submitted articles with the request “we kindly ask you to add to references of articles published in Leukemia to your present article” (Russell-Edu 2003).

The reason may lie in an attempt to inflate the journal impact factor. The median value in our field is around 0.7. For example, Information Society with an impact of 0.719 is ranked 27th out of 56 journals in the “information science & library science” category. If the editor “assures” that each paper has at least one self reference to the papers from the last two years, that impact would more than double.

This policy can also backfire. A typical example is Industrial Management & Data Systems journal, the impact factor of which has increased from 0.061 in 2000 to 1.942 in 2005. This gain presumably made it a “top journal” in the field of industrial engineering (First out of 33 ranked) and one of the best in computer science (14th out of 83 ranked). However, due to the significant effect of self-citations on the impact factor of that journal, the metrics for this title were not published in the 2006 and 2007 Journal Citations Reports. The journal had a self-citation rate of well over 80 percent. This level of self-citation can have a profound effect on the ranking of the journal in its category and distorts the journal’s true participation in the scholarly literature of its subject (Herrmann 2007).

III. THE ROLE OF IMPACT FACTORS

The problem does not lie with Thomson Reuters, the firm publishing impact factors. The company simply offers services considered valuable by its customers. Although the impact factor calculation has a number of issues (e.g., the main one is that only the citations in two years after publication of the originating paper are counted [Garfield 1994; Harzing and van der Wal 2008; Moed et al., 1999]) it still provides a kind of benchmark to the researchers. The problem is over reliance on such rankings to judge the research output. As is often the case, technologies may be used wisely or irresponsibly. Quite often, persons responsible for research performance evaluation prefer “quick and dirty” bibliometric analyses, whereas, better quality measures are available. Specifically those analysis should only be used in combination with qualitative peer review [Weingart 2005].

Example: Our system for research funding/promotion at University of Ljubljana considers the journals in the first half of the rankings as being considerably more valuable than those in the second half. An absurd consequence: when our paper [Trkman et al., 2007] for one of the SSCI ranked journals was accepted and published in 2007, the journal was ranked 38th out of 78 in the management category. When the 2007 rankings were calculated in summer 2008, the journal’s impact factor was virtually the same. However, the ranking dropped to 43th out of 81. Since the impact factors are so important to the authors, the editors may be more inclined to try to pump those ratings.2

Another reason for the attempt to increase self-citations may be less obvious and was not mentioned so far. It is simple and potentially even more dangerous. Google Scholar is increasingly being used for searching the scientific literature. I was unable to find any statistics for our research area, but there is no reason to believe that the situation differs much from medicine. There, the number of searches for medical scientific papers on Google Scholar has exceeded searches on Pubmed, a service of the U.S. National Library of Medicine [Steinbrook 2006].

One of the main characteristics of Google Scholar rankings is that the most cited documents are listed first, thus putting the most cited papers on the top of the list [Bazilchuk 2005]. This sorting is useful if we assume that the number of citations also indicate the quality/relevance/innovation of the research work.

However, a well known problem for search engines may appear: link farms. Building link farms is a technique that can deteriorate link based ranking algorithms. A link farm is a network of web sites which are densely connected with one another [Wu and Davison 2005]. While this technique is usually used for increasing the rank of a web page, certain editors may be attempting to do the same for their journals. The logic is clear. There is at least a bias in people’s searches; they tend to click on first listed items. Thus search engines could misleadingly over promote an initially popular page by placing it at the top of the results list [Keane et al., 2008]. While the quoted research investigated the search for Web pages, we can assume that the pattern of searching for scientific papers is similar.

2 However, if all the editors pump the ratings the same amount, the net result is merely to shift the rating numbers rather than any journal gaining advantage in ranking.
In such a way, the editors are trying to build a kind of unjustified virtuous circle. The papers that are cited more are closer to the top of search engines lists. As a result, they are read more often and hence are cited even more. Thus, the scientific objectivity can be compromised not only at the single paper level but also in future research that is performed after a given paper is published.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As always, it is certainly beneficial to raise the awareness of such ethical issues. First, awareness and public contempt may dissuade some editors from such actions. Second, it may encourage the development of better ranking methods that would make such actions unnecessary. Nevertheless, people (either authors or editors) will always find a way to maximize their benefits in an undesired way for the system as a whole.

Therefore, this is a continuous struggle, especially since performance measurement in research is particularly difficult because effort levels may not be observable and success can be assessed only after long delays [Loch and Tapper 2002].

As a final thought. In order to improve the system, it should not be forgotten that, in general, the selection and relative importance of each measure is contingent on strategic priorities [Hoque 2004]. What are the main strategic priorities of scientific research? This subject could well be a topic for another special set of papers.
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